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The Updating of the Representation of Visual Space in Parietal Cortex by Intended Eye Movements JEAN-REN1E DUHAMEL, CAROL L. COLBY, MICHAEL E. GOLDBERG* Every eye movement produces a shift in the visual image on the retina. The receptive field, or retinal response area, of an individual visual neuron moves with the eyes so that after an eye movement it covers a new portion of visual space. For some parietal neurons, the location of the receptive field is shown to shift transiently before an eye movement. In addition, nearly all parietal neurons respond when an eye movement brings the site of a previously flashed stimulus into the receptive field. Parietal cortex both anticipates the retinal consequences of eye movements and updates the retinal coordinates ofremembered stimuli to generate a continuously accurate representation of visual space. A S WE MOVE OUR EYES, A STATION-



ary object excites successive locations on the retina. Despite this



The shift in the visual image on the retina produced by a saccade is determined by the size and direction of the eye movement. This predictability enables the representation of



constantly shifting input, we perceive a stable visual world. This perception is presum- visual space in parietal cortex to be ably based on an internal representation remapped in advance of the eye movement. derived from both visual and nonvisual in- At the single cell level, the intention to move formation. Helmholtz proposed that the the eyes evokes a transient shift in the retinal brain uses information about intended movement to interpret retinal displacements (1). We show that single neurons in monkey parietal cortex use information about intended eye movements to update the representation of visual space (2). Laboratory of Sensorimotor Research, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health, Building 10, Room 10C 101, Bethesda, MD 20892.
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location at which a stimulus can excite the neuron. Our results are summarized schematically in Fig. 1, in which an observer transfers fixation from the mountain top to the tree. During fixation, the representation of the visual scene in parietal cortex is stable. A given neuron encodes the stimulus at a certain retinal location (the cloud). Immediately before and during the saccade, the cortical representation shifts into the coor-



dinates of the next intended fixation. The neuron now responds to the stimulus at a new retinal location (the sun) and stops responding to the stimulus at the initial location (the cloud). The neuron thus anticipates the retinal consequences of the intended eye movement: the cortical representation shifts first, and then the eye catches up. After the eye movement, the representation in parietal cortex matches the reafferent visual input and the neuron continues to respond to the stimulus (the sun). This process constitutes a remapping of the stimulus from the coordinates of the initial fixation to those of the intended fixation. We demonstrated this remapping by studying the visual responsiveness of neurons in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of alert monkeys performing fixation and saccade tasks (3). Neurons in LIP have retinocentric receptive fields and carry visual and visual memory signals (4). An example is shown in Fig. 2. When the monkey fixates, this neuron responds to the onset of a visual stimulus in its receptive field at a latency of 70 ms (Fig. 2A). Receptive field borders were defined while the monkey maintained fixation, and, under these conditions, stimuli presented outside these borders never activated the neuron. In the saccade task, the fixation target jumps at the same time that a visual stimulus appears. The visual stimulus is positioned so that it will be in the receptive field when the monkey has completed the saccade. If there were no predictive remapping, the cell would be expected to begin discharging 70 ms after the eye movement brings the stimulus into Oculomotor events



Visual events



Fixate



Intend eye movement



Refixa



I Fig. 1. Remapping of the visual representation in parietal cortex. Each panel represents the visual image at a point in time relative to a sequence of oculomotor events. Receptive field of a parietal neuron, dashed circle; center of current gaze location, solid circle; and coordinates of the cortical representation, cross hairs. SCIENCE, VOL. 255



the target in the absence of the viisual stimulus nor when the stimulus is proesented at the new location but the monkeyr does not make the saccade. The cell also does not discharge when the monkey shifts; its attention to the saccade target withotit actually making an eye movement (5). C)nly when the monkey intends to make a sa ccade that will bring the stimulus into its fiLxation receptive field does the cell respoind. These results indicate that neurons have access not only to visual information in thie fixation receptive field but also to infonmation at other retinal locations and to a sig,nal corol-



the receptive field. Instead, the cell begins to discharge 150 ms earlier, that is, 80 ms before the beginning of the saccade (Fig. 2B). This early response shows that the location of the receptive field shifted before the eye movement. Completion of the saccade restores the receptive field to its original retinal location, enabling the cell to continue responding to the stimulus as reafferent visual information becomes available. Remapping is dependent on both the presence of the visual stimulus and the execution of the saccade. The cell discharges neither when the monkey makes a saccade to
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